as to make up his mind what shade of meaning, what turn towards the future, he was going to give the little event that lay ahead of him.
For it really was a kind of event; and it was little only for the time being. Sammecaud felt sentimental; his heart was beating fast; and he took a keen pleasure in his own emotion. The oil business receded into a useful but not very ornamental sphere of existence, like those parts of great cities to which one relegates goods stations and gasworks.
" Happily, there are women in life ! "
Happily, too, there were men like himself, capable of forgetting enormous interests, of shrugging their shoulders contemptuously where millions were concerned, because a romantic dream had tickled their nostrils.
" I am of middle-class desce^jt and middle-class upbringing. But there's nothing middle-class about this. There is a strain in me of fantastic chivalry. I don't show up very well in that glass ; but, in a different costume, I have the head of a passionate, adventurous man of the Renaissance. Less Spanish than Maurice Barres. More devoted, more sensual. More truly French. I might have led quite a different kind of life.
" But I defend my heritage. A kind of loyalty towards my ancestors. A post which I have been given, together with an order. In the Army a very smart officer may, during a strike, have to mount guard over a grocery-store. Nothing derogatory about that. On the contrary, the amusement of doing a thing very well when one has no real contact with it. That's the point-no contact. Gloves. I do my business with gloves on. That's how you can recognise real aristocracy. Champcenais, who is more or less an aristocrat by birth, has a much more plebeian way of handling the ordinary affairs of life. Even his offensive against Gurau kcks elegance. That business of his at the Prefecture, for example - there's something rather shabby about that. I ought to have opposed that. I shall have to try to take these negotiations with Gurau in hand myself; otherwise they'll lead us into all kinds of dirtiness. I don't dislike

